John Killmaster had developed a national reputation and
an increasingly profitable business in the creation of enamelfired murals when he quit that art form to return to the canvas.
"I could repeat myself and spread my product around," he
explains, "but I'm really painting for myself. And when 1 begin
to get tired of it I'll quit doing it. And it doesn't matter whether
it sells." That freedom to follow wherever his impulses lead
him is the crux of Killmaster's life and art.
Like many an artist, Killmaster is hesitant to describe or
define his own work. "I don't know how to define it," he
responds. "Especially if you're trying to do something you've
never done before - and hope no one else has done before."
But art books are far less hesitant to define an artist's work,
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and this is what the recent book Contemporary American
Artists says about Killmaster:
"His earlier works in acrylic oil and gouache dealt with
realistic, expressive and abstract
concepts usually derived from
the surrounding land forms.
Central to these works was an
exploration of color. During the
past decade, much of his work
has been an ongoing exploration
of porcelain, enamel-fired on
large steel panels. The permanence of color and the free-form
possibilities of porcelain enamel
has resulted in large-scale mural
and wall-relief applications. His
current work consists of several
free-standing public art sculptures and modular relief wall
pieces. He also continues to
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The freedom
to create
work in gouache and acrylic, exploring the
imagery of the Northwest."
Killmaster recognizes different facets and purposes of his art. He produces realistic landscapes
and portraits, and he has created large enamel on
steel murals on commission for organizations
ranging from Morrison-Knudsen to the Washington State Arts Commission. And then he does
other, more personal, more abstract work. "I
reserve the right to do things for myself that may
not be fully understood at this time," he says,
adding, "But that may ultimately be my best work
. . . I equate the highest form of art to a scientist's
research - with no particular, practical
application. "
Killmaster considers his teaching on par with
his art. "I do put a lot of energy into teaching," he
says. "That's as important to me as doing art."
And, he adds, "In terms of payoff I think that
teaching is a better area (than producing art). The
art world," he explains, "is very capricious and not
very fair."
Teaching art can also be as difficult as producing art, he believes. "What I'm trying to do
·with the students is bring out their own vision
- not impose my own," he says.
But teaching also helps free the artist "to
explore and play," he says. The necessity of selling
art in order to pay the bills is removed. He is free to
evolve and change.
"It used to be that I spent a lot of time doing. Now I spend a
lot of time thinking, reading, absorbing, reacting. I spend a lot
of time thinking about what not to do. So when I do do
something it has some meaning and significance for me. That's
the point I've gotten to now." 0
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